
Tourism Data Domain Plan
Tourism Industry Topics and Initiatives

Data usability and capability

2 Develop sustainability dashboard
3 Produce future infrastructure needs report
6 Commission tourism costs and benefits report
12 Develop case studies for communities affected 

by tourism
14 Develop regional visitor satisfaction estimates
23 Define tourism sustainability
24 Produce measures of attitudes to tourism regionally
27 Improve presentation of International Visitor Survey data

4 Investigate regional tourism flows and volumes
5 Develop visitor profile model
13 Develop regional tourism forecasts
18 Improve regular accommodation statistics
19 Investigate options to improve accommodation 

statistics
20 Investigate options to improve freedom camping 

statistics
25 Develop a report on housing and tourism
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Initiatives may contribute towards multiple topics. They are listed here under their primary topic. The number indicates ranking, with 1 the highest rank and 29 the 
lowest. Initiatives were ranked based on their importance in filling data needs across the five identified industry topics. More information on the specific initiatives 
is available in the full plan document.

10 Make data sources consistent with international 
best practice

15 Improve the usability of tourism statistics
21 Improve data user capability
22 Develop an online tourism user guide
29 Develop framework for organisation data sharing

1 Produce sub-national Tourism Satellite Accounts
7 Update Maori component of the International 

Visitor Survey
11 Investigate improvements to Monthly Regional 

Tourism Estimates methodology
28 Review classification for tourism data

8 Produce report on Maori tourism business performance
9 Produce report on tourism business performance
16 Develop a tourism data-sharing platform
26 Develop data on tourism workforce

http://www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/sectors-industries/tourism/tourism-research-data/tourism-domain-plan/document-and-image-library/tourism-domain-plan.pdf


Tourism Data Domain Plan
What is it?

Purpose

To achieve clarity and agreement from tourism industry and government stakeholders about the main priorities for tourism statistics, and provide the strategy  
for addressing these priorities over the next five to eight years. These strategic topics and initiatives were identified following industry and government stakeholder 
consultation. The domain plan itself is not an action plan or a work programme. However, it does provide the foundations for deciding on where the greatest needs  
are in terms of tourism data essential for key decision making.

Five perennial tourism data topics were identified:

1. The value of tourism

  What value, in a broad sense, is tourism adding to New Zealand, both directly and indirectly, in financial and non-financial terms, and regionally as well as nationally? 
‘Value’ is intended to encompass the net value after costs and benefits have been considered, and also to include non-financial and intangible aspects.

2. The sustainability of tourism

 What is the environmental, economic and social impact of tourism, and how sustainable is this? Are community attitudes and social licence sustainable?

3. Tourism businesses and workforce

  How can tourism businesses measure and benchmark their performance? How can tourism businesses become more innovative and productive? Are there 
workforce skill shortages and constraints?

4. Tourism behaviours and characteristics

  What are the movements and choices of visitors? Where do New Zealand visitors travel to and from; how do they travel; how long do they stay; what do they do; 
what influences their decisions?

5. Data usability and capability

  Can tourism data be more usable, accessible and understandable for a wider audience? Can government-sourced and private data be better combined?  
How can modern and emerging technology be used to get more granular data?

The first four topics describe the areas of focus across the domain (though there are crossovers between the topics). The data usability and capability topic enables 
the other four topics to be achieved.
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